
 

 

The mission of GISD is to ensure that every student achieves maximum potential. 

GISD Curriculum News 

Something Old, 
Something New, 
Something Borrowed, 
Something Blue: 
The Globe 
Remember that blue, round orb 
perched on the top shelf of the 
bookcase?  Globes still intrigue. 

rigor/engagement/higher-order thinking 

 

Strategy  
of the Week: 

A tradi t i ona l globe  can  be  used  f or more  

than just p lace-name geography. 
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Not all teaching tools are new.  Some traditional 

methods and objects for teaching are still very 

effective today.  Globes and maps may be some of 

the oldest “visual aids” that teachers provided to 

students.  Maybe it was the idea of worlds 

unknown, exotic locations or just being able to spin 

that ball on its axis, but something made globes and 

maps fascinating to students 50 years ago – and still 

does today.  While this newsletter is primarily 

geared for social studies classes, math, ELA, and 

science rooms can also benefit from this tried and 

true classroom icon.   
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Activities Using Maps and Globes 
(This is where the “something borrowed” part comes into play.) 

 It sometimes hard to get younger students to understand why images on a map are distorted.  

This activity using an orange may help.  Have students hold an orange.  Talk about the shape of our planet 

(round like an orange) and what types of problems that poses for cartographers. Have students peel the orange 

and try to lay the surface of it out flat (like a map).  Use this activity to discuss ways that mapmakers overcame 

the obvious difficulties.  Have students get in a circle and toss an inflatable globe to one 

another.  The student who is tossing the ball says the name of a place that is being studied (countries, capital 

cities, bodies of water, etc.).  The receiving student 

must locate the place on the globe. Another idea 

would be for students to toss the globe, and the 

student catching it looks at the location under his or 

her left thumb and gives the other students “clues” 

about this location.  (It’s a country; it’s a mountain range; 

it’s the largest city in Germany; it’s not in the United 

States; etc.)  Divide students in 

groups and give each group a globe.  The teacher 

poses cultural questions related to the unit of study 

(Where would you find a primarily agrarian society?  

Name locations that people settled for religious expression.  

Name locations where the land is a determent factor in the 

shelters that people build.)  Groups list the locations by name and longitude and latitude.  

:  An elementary teacher can use a globe to teach the math concept of measuring with non-

standard units by letting students use colored yarn to measure the distances between two places on the globe.  

(For instance, Is Texas closer to China, Australia, or Japan?)  A variation could be .  What is the 

shortest route from Austin, Texas to Beijing, China? (Don’t forget that the travel doesn’t have to run in a latitudinal 

direction only.)  Using a globe that has the time zones marked on it, have students calculate 

what time it is in another part of the world (or country) when it 5:00 p.m. in Texas, for example.  

: Of course technology has ramped up globes as well.  Numerous 

websites offer virtual globes to download.  A simple free globe that students can download and manipulate can 

be found at this location: http://edu.kde.org/marble/download.php.  Another popular example of a virtual 

globe is Google Earth.  :  Globes can be used as visual aids when teaching about weather 

patterns, astronomy, and many other science-related topics.  :  Don’t forget to use globes 

just as point of reference for any subject or topic.  Teaching about Pandas?  Show the students where they can 

be found.  Is the setting of a novel or short story in another state or country?  Show the students where.  The 

point is, don’t forget that this old tool can add visual interest to just about any topic in any classroom.   


